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KJV Bible Word Studies for SAPPHIRE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

sapphire 4552 # sappheiros {sap'-fi-ros}; of Hebrew origin [5601]; a "sapphire" or lapis-lazuli gem: -- 
{sapphire}. 

sapphire 5601 ## cappiyr {sap-peer'}; from 5608; a gem (perhaps used for scratching other substances), 
probably the sapphire: -- {sapphire}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

sapphire 05601 ## cappiyr {sap-peer'} ; from 05608 ; a gem (perhaps used for scratching other substances) ,
probably the sapphire : -- {sapphire} . 

Sapphire 4551 - Sappheire {sap-fi'-ray}; feminine of 4552; {Sapphire}, an Israelitess: -- Sapphira. 

sapphire 4552 - sappheiros {sap'-fi-ros}; of Hebrew origin [5601]; a " sapphire " or lapis-lazuli gem: -- 
{sapphire}. 

sapphire 4552 - sappheiros {sap'-fi-ros}; of Hebrew origin [5601]; a " {sapphire} " or lapis-lazuli gem: -- 
sapphire. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

4551 + with Sapphira +/ . Sappheire {sap-fi'-ray}; feminine of 4552 + sapphire +/ ; Sapphire, an Israelitess: 
--Sapphira . 

4552 + sapphire +/ . sappheiros {sap'-fi-ros}; of Hebrew origin [ 5601 + Obed + and Obed + which was the 
son of Obed +/ ]; a "sapphire" or lapis-lazuli gem: --sapphire . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

sapphire 4552 ** sappheiros ** {sapphire}.

sapphire 5601 -- cappiyr -- {sapphire}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

sapphire 4552 sappheiros * {sapphire} , {4552 sappheiros } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* sapphire , 4552 ,

- sapphire , 5601 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

sapphire - 4552 {sapphire},
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

sapphire Exo_24_10 # And they saw the God of Israel: and [there was] under his feet as it were a paved 
work of a sapphire stone, and as it were the body of heaven in [his] clearness.

sapphire Exo_28_18 # And the second row [shall be] an emerald, a sapphire, and a diamond.

sapphire Exo_39_11 # And the second row, an emerald, a sapphire, and a diamond.

sapphire Eze_01_26 # And above the firmament that [was] over their heads [was] the likeness of a throne, 
as the appearance of a sapphire stone: and upon the likeness of the throne [was] the likeness as the 
appearance of a man above upon it.

sapphire Eze_10_01 # Then I looked, and, behold, in the firmament that was above the head of the 
cherubims there appeared over them as it were a sapphire stone, as the appearance of the likeness of a 
throne.

sapphire Eze_28_13 # Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; every precious stone [was] thy covering, 
the sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the sapphire, the emerald, and the 
carbuncle, and gold: the workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that 
thou wast created.

sapphire Job_28_16 # It cannot be valued with the gold of Ophir, with the precious onyx, or the sapphire.

sapphire Lam_04_07 # Her Nazarites were purer than snow, they were whiter than milk, they were more 
ruddy in body than rubies, their polishing [was] of sapphire:

sapphire Rev_21_19 # And the foundations of the wall of the city [were] garnished with all manner of 
precious stones. The first foundation [was] jasper; the second, sapphire; the third, a chalcedony; the fourth,
an emerald;

sapphires Isa_54_11 # O thou afflicted, tossed with tempest, [and] not comforted, behold, I will lay thy 
stones with fair colours, and lay thy foundations with sapphires.

sapphires Job_28_06 # The stones of it [are] the place of sapphires: and it hath dust of gold.

sapphires Son_05_14 # His hands [are as] gold rings set with the beryl: his belly [is as] bright ivory overlaid
[with] sapphires.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

sapphire and a Exo_28_18 # And the second row [shall be] an emerald, a sapphire, and a diamond.

sapphire and a Exo_39_11 # And the second row, an emerald, a sapphire, and a diamond.

sapphire stone and Exo_24_10 # And they saw the God of Israel: and [there was] under his feet as it were a 
paved work of a sapphire stone, and as it were the body of heaven in [his] clearness.

sapphire stone and Eze_01_26 # And above the firmament that [was] over their heads [was] the likeness of 
a throne, as the appearance of a sapphire stone: and upon the likeness of the throne [was] the likeness as the
appearance of a man above upon it.

sapphire stone as Eze_10_01 # Then I looked, and, behold, in the firmament that was above the head of the 
cherubims there appeared over them as it were a sapphire stone, as the appearance of the likeness of a 
throne.

sapphire the emerald Eze_28_13 # Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; every precious stone [was] 
thy covering, the sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the sapphire, the 
emerald, and the carbuncle, and gold: the workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in 
thee in the day that thou wast created.

sapphire the third Rev_21_19 # And the foundations of the wall of the city [were] garnished with all 
manner of precious stones. The first foundation [was] jasper; the second, sapphire; the third, a chalcedony; 
the fourth, an emerald;

sapphire Job_28_16 # It cannot be valued with the gold of Ophir, with the precious onyx, or the sapphire.

sapphire Lam_04_07 # Her Nazarites were purer than snow, they were whiter than milk, they were more 
ruddy in body than rubies, their polishing [was] of sapphire:

sapphires and it Job_28_06 # The stones of it [are] the place of sapphires: and it hath dust of gold.

sapphires Isa_54_11 # O thou afflicted, tossed with tempest, [and] not comforted, behold, I will lay thy 
stones with fair colours, and lay thy foundations with sapphires.

sapphires Son_05_14 # His hands [are as] gold rings set with the beryl: his belly [is as] bright ivory overlaid
[with] sapphires.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

sapphire stone Exo_24_10 

sapphire stone Eze_01_26 

sapphire stone Eze_10_01 



sapphire EXO 024 010 And they saw <07200 +ra>ah > the God <00430 +>elohiym > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el 
> : and [ there was ] under <08478 +tachath > his feet <07272 +regel > as it were a paved <03840 +libnah > work 
<04639 +ma of a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > stone , and as it were the body <06106 + of heaven <08064 
+shamayim > in [ his ] clearness <02892 +tohar > . sapphire EXO 028 018 And the second <08145 +sheniy > row
<02905 +tuwr > [ shall be ] an emerald <05306 +nophek > , a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > , and a diamond 
<03095 +yahalom > . sapphire EXO 039 011 And the second <08145 +sheniy > row <02905 +tuwr > , an emerald
<05306 +nophek > , a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > , and a diamond <03095 +yahalom > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

sapphire ^ Job_28_16 / sapphire /^ 

sapphire ^ Lam_04_07 / sapphire /^ 

sapphire ^ Exo_28_18 / sapphire /^and a diamond. 

sapphire ^ Exo_39_11 / sapphire /^and a diamond. 

sapphire ^ Exo_24_10 / sapphire /^stone, and as it were the body of heaven in [his] clearness. 

sapphire ^ Eze_10_01 / sapphire /^stone, as the appearance of the likeness of a throne. 

sapphire ^ Eze_01_26 / sapphire /^stone: and upon the likeness of the throne [was] the likeness as the 
appearance of a man above upon it. 

sapphire ^ Eze_28_13 / sapphire /^the emerald, and the carbuncle, and gold: the workmanship of thy 
tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that thou wast created. 

sapphire ^ Rev_21_19 / sapphire /^the third, a chalcedony; the fourth, an emerald; 

sapphires ^ Isa_54_11 / sapphires /^ 

sapphires ^ Son_05_14 / sapphires /^ 

sapphires ^ Job_28_06 / sapphires /^and it hath dust of gold. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

sapphire ......... sapphire 4552 -sappheiros-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

sapphire Exo_28_18 And the second row [shall be] an emerald, a {sapphire}, and a diamond. 

sapphire Eze_01_26 And above the firmament that [was] over their heads [was] the likeness of a throne, as 
the appearance of a {sapphire} stone: and upon the likeness of the throne [was] the likeness as the 
appearance of a man above upon it. 

sapphire Exo_24_10 And they saw the God of Israel: and [there was] under his feet as it were a paved work 
of a {sapphire} stone, and as it were the body of heaven in [his] clearness. 

sapphire Exo_39_11 And the second row, an emerald, a {sapphire}, and a diamond. 

sapphire Eze_10_01 Then I looked, and, behold, in the firmament that was above the head of the cherubims
there appeared over them as it were a {sapphire} stone, as the appearance of the likeness of a throne. 

sapphire Eze_28_13 Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; every precious stone [was] thy covering, 
the sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the {sapphire}, the emerald, and 
the carbuncle, and gold: the workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day 
that thou wast created. 

sapphire Job_28_16 It cannot be valued with the gold of Ophir, with the precious onyx, or the {sapphire}. 

sapphire Lam_04_07 Her Nazarites were purer than snow, they were whiter than milk, they were more 
ruddy in body than rubies, their polishing [was] of {sapphire}: 

sapphire Rev_21_19 And the foundations of the wall of the city [were] garnished with all manner of 
precious stones. The first foundation [was] jasper; the second, {sapphire}; the third, a chalcedony; the 
fourth, an emerald; 

sapphires Son_05_14 His hands [are as] gold rings set with the beryl: his belly [is as] bright ivory overlaid 
[with] {sapphires}. 

sapphires Job_28_06 The stones of it [are] the place of {sapphires}: and it hath dust of gold. 

sapphires 1Sa_54_11 O thou afflicted, tossed with tempest, [and] not comforted, behold, I will lay thy stones
with fair colours, and lay thy foundations with {sapphires}. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

sapphire ^ Rev_21_19 And <2532> the foundations <2310> of the wall <5038> of the city <4172> were 
garnished with <2885> (5772) all manner of <3956> precious <5093> stones <3037>. The first <4413> 
foundation <2310> was jasper <2393>; the second <1208>, {sapphire} <4552>; the third <5154>, a 
chalcedony <5472>; the fourth <5067>, an emerald <4665>; 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
sapphire Exo_24_10 And they saw (07200 +ra)ah ) the God (00430 +)elohiym ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el 
):and [ there was ] under (08478 +tachath ) his feet (07272 +regel ) as it were a paved (03840 +libnah ) work 
(04639 +ma(aseh ) of a {sapphire} (05601 +cappiyr ) stone , and as it were the body (06106 +(etsem ) of 
heaven (08064 +shamayim ) in [ his ] clearness (02892 +tohar ) . 

sapphire Exo_28_18 And the second (08145 +sheniy ) row (02905 +tuwr ) [ shall be ] an emerald (05306 
+nophek ) , a {sapphire} (05601 +cappiyr ) , and a diamond (03095 +yahalom ) . 

sapphire Exo_39_11 And the second (08145 +sheniy ) row (02905 +tuwr ) , an emerald (05306 +nophek ) , a 
{sapphire} (05601 +cappiyr ) , and a diamond (03095 +yahalom ) . 

sapphire Eze_01_26 . And above (04605 +ma(al ) the firmament (07549 +raqiya( ) that [ was ] over (05921 
+(al ) their heads (07218 +ro)sh ) [ was ] the likeness (01823 +d@muwth ) of a throne (03678 +kicce) ) , as 
the appearance (04758 +mar)eh ) of a {sapphire} (05601 +cappiyr ) stone (68):and upon the likeness (01823 
+d@muwth ) of the throne (03678 +kicce) ) [ was ] the likeness (01823 +d@muwth ) as the appearance 
(04758 +mar)eh ) of a man (00120 +)adam ) above (04605 +ma(al ) upon it . 

sapphire Eze_10_01 . Then I looked (07200 +ra)ah ) , and , behold (02009 +hinneh ) , in the firmament 
(07549 +raqiya( ) that was above (05921 +(al ) the head (07218 +ro)sh ) of the cherubims (03742 +k@ruwb )
there appeared (07200 +ra)ah ) over (05921 +(al ) them as it were a {sapphire} (05601 +cappiyr ) stone (68) ,
as the appearance (04758 +mar)eh ) of the likeness (01823 +d@muwth ) of a throne (03678 +kicce) ) . 

sapphire Eze_28_13 Thou hast been (01961 +hayah ) in Eden (05731 +(Eden ) the garden (01588 +gan ) of 
God (00430 +)elohiym ) ; every (03605 +kol ) precious (03368 +yaqar ) stone (68) [ was ] thy covering (04540
+m@cukkah ) , the sardius (00124 +)odem ) , topaz (06357 +pitdah ) , and the diamond (03095 +yahalom ) , 
the beryl (08658 +tarshiysh ) , the onyx (07718 +shoham ) , and the jasper (03471 +yash@pheh ) , the 
{sapphire} (05601 +cappiyr ) , the emerald (05306 +nophek ) , and the carbuncle (01304 +bareqeth ) , and 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


gold (02091 +zahab ):the workmanship (04399 +m@la)kah ) of thy tabrets (08596 +toph ) and of thy pipes 
(05345 +neqeb ) was prepared (03559 +kuwn ) in thee in the day (03117 +yowm ) that thou wast created 
(01254 +bara) ) . 

sapphire Job_28_16 It cannot (03808 +lo) ) be valued (05541 +calah ) with the gold (03800 +kethem ) of 
Ophir (00211 +)Owphiyr ) , with the precious (03368 +yaqar ) onyx (07718 +shoham ) , or the {sapphire} 
(05601 +cappiyr ) . 

sapphire Lam_04_07 Her Nazarites (05139 +naziyr ) were purer (02141 +zakak ) than snow (07950 +sheleg 
) , they were whiter (06705 +tsachach ) than milk (02461 +chalab ) , they were more ruddy (00119 +)adam ) 
in body (06106 +(etsem ) than rubies (06443 +paniyn ) , their polishing (01508 +gizrah ) [ was ] of 
{sapphire} (05601 +cappiyr ) : 

sapphire Rev_21_19 And the foundations (2310 -themelios -) of the wall (5038 -teichos -) of the city (4172 -
polis -) [ were ] garnished (2885 -kosmeo -) with all (3956 -pas -) manner of precious (5093 -timios -) stones 
(3037 -lithos -) . The first (4413 -protos -) foundation (2310 -themelios -) [ was ] jasper (2393 -iaspis -) ; the 
second (1208 -deuteros -) , {sapphire} (4552 -sappheiros -) ; the third (5154 -tritos -) , a chalcedony (5472 -
chalkedon -) ; the fourth (5067 -tetartos -) , an emerald (4665 -smaragdos -) ; 

sapphires Isa_54_11 . O thou afflicted (06041 +(aniy ) , tossed with tempest (05590 +ca(ar ) , [ and ] not 
comforted (05162 +nacham ) , behold (02009 +hinneh ) , I will lay (07257 +rabats ) thy stones (68) with fair 
(06320 +puwk ) colours (06320 +puwk ) , and lay thy foundations (03245 +yacad ) with {sapphires} (05601 
+cappiyr ) . 

sapphires Job_28_06 The stones (68) of it [ are ] the place (04725 +maqowm ) of {sapphires} (05601 
+cappiyr ):and it hath dust (06083 +(aphar ) of gold (02091 +zahab ) . 

sapphires Son_05_14 His hands (03027 +yad ) [ are as ] gold (02091 +zahab ) rings (01550 +galiyl ) set 
(04390 +male) ) with the beryl (08658 +tarshiysh ):his belly (04578 +me(ah ) [ is as ] bright (06247 +(esheth 
) ivory (08127 +shen ) overlaid (05968 +(alaph ) [ with ] {sapphires} (05601 +cappiyr ) . 
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sapphire 4552 # sappheiros {sap'-fi-ros}; of Hebrew origin [5601]; a "sapphire" or lapis-lazuli gem: -- {sapphire}.[ql sapphire Interlinear Index Study sapphire EXO 024 010 And they saw <07200 +ra>ah > the God <00430 +>elohiym 
> of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > : and [ there was ] under <08478 +tachath > his feet <07272 +regel > as it were a paved <03840 +libnah > work <04639 +ma of a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > stone , and as it were the body <06106 +
of heaven <08064 +shamayim > in [ his ] clearness <02892 +tohar > . sapphire EXO 028 018 And the second <08145 +sheniy > row <02905 +tuwr > [ shall be ] an emerald <05306 +nophek > , a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > , and a 
diamond <03095 +yahalom > . sapphire EXO 039 011 And the second <08145 +sheniy > row <02905 +tuwr > , an emerald <05306 +nophek > , a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > , and a diamond <03095 +yahalom > . sapphire JOB 028
016 It cannot <03808 +lo> > be valued <05541 +calah > with the gold <03800 +kethem > of Ophir <00211 +>Owphiyr > , with the precious <03368 +yaqar > onyx <07718 +shoham > , or the {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > . sapphire 
LAM 004 007 Her Nazarites <05139 +naziyr > were purer <02141 +zakak > than snow <07950 +sheleg > , they were whiter <06705 +tsachach > than milk <02461 +chalab > , they were more ruddy <00119 +>adam > in body <06106 
+ than rubies <06443 +paniyn > , their polishing <01508 +gizrah > [ was ] of {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > : sapphire EZE 001 026 . And above <04605 +ma the firmament <07549 +raqiya< > that [ was ] over <05921 + their heads 
<07218 +ro>sh > [ was ] the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of a throne <03678 +kicce> > , as the appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > stone <68> : and upon the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of the 
throne <03678 +kicce> > [ was ] the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > as the appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of a man <00120 +>adam > above <04605 +ma upon it . sapphire EZE 010 001 . Then I looked <07200 +ra>ah > , and , behold
<02009 +hinneh > , in the firmament <07549 +raqiya< > that was above <05921 + the head <07218 +ro>sh > of the cherubims <03742 +k@ruwb > there appeared <07200 +ra>ah > over <05921 + them as it were a {sapphire} <05601 
+cappiyr > stone <68> , as the appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of a throne <03678 +kicce> > . sapphire EZE 028 013 Thou hast been <01961 +hayah > in Eden <05731 + the garden <01588 +gan >
of God <00430 +>elohiym > ; every <03605 +kol > precious <03368 +yaqar > stone <68> [ was ] thy covering <04540 +m@cukkah > , the sardius <00124 +>odem > , topaz <06357 +pitdah > , and the diamond <03095 +yahalom > , 
the beryl <08658 +tarshiysh > , the onyx <07718 +shoham > , and the jasper <03471 +yash@pheh > , the {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > , the emerald <05306 +nophek > , and the carbuncle <01304 +bareqeth > , and gold <02091 
+zahab > : the workmanship <04399 +m@la>kah > of thy tabrets <08596 +toph > and of thy pipes <05345 +neqeb > was prepared <03559 +kuwn > in thee in the day <03117 +yowm > that thou wast created <01254 +bara> > . 
sapphire REV 021 019 And the foundations <2310 -themelios -> of the wall <5038 -teichos -> of the city <4172 -polis -> [ were ] garnished <2885 -kosmeo -> with all <3956 -pas -> manner of precious <5093 -timios -> stones <3037 -
lithos -> . The first <4413 -protos -> foundation <2310 -themelios -> [ was ] jasper <2393 -iaspis -> ; the second <1208 -deuteros -> , {sapphire} <4552 -sappheiros -> ; the third <5154 -tritos -> , a chalcedony <5472 -chalkedon -> ; 
the fourth <5067 -tetartos -> , an emerald <4665 -smaragdos -> ; sapphire stone sapphire stone sapphire stone - sapphires , 5601 , sapphire EXO 024 010 And they saw <07200 +ra>ah > the God <00430 +>elohiym > of Israel <03478 
+Yisra>el > : and [ there was ] under <08478 +tachath > his feet <07272 +regel > as it were a paved <03840 +libnah > work <04639 +ma of a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > stone , and as it were the body <06106 + of heaven <08064 
+shamayim > in [ his ] clearness <02892 +tohar > . sapphire EXO 028 018 And the second <08145 +sheniy > row <02905 +tuwr > [ shall be ] an emerald <05306 +nophek > , a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > , and a diamond <03095 
+yahalom > . sapphire EXO 039 011 And the second <08145 +sheniy > row <02905 +tuwr > , an emerald <05306 +nophek > , a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > , and a diamond <03095 +yahalom > . * sapphire , 4552 sappheiros , 
sapphire -4552 {sapphire}, sapphire -5601 ass , {sapphire} , sapphires , sapphires -5601 ass , sapphire , {sapphires} , sapphire 5601 -- cappiyr -- {sapphire}. sapphire 4552 ** sappheiros ** {sapphire}. sapphire ......... sapphire 4552 -
sappheiros-> sapphire 5601 ## cappiyr {sap-peer'}; from 5608; a gem (perhaps used for scratching other substances), probably the sapphire: -- {sapphire}.[ql sapphire 4552 # sappheiros {sap'-fi-ros}; of Hebrew origin [5601]; a 
"sapphire" or lapis-lazuli gem: -- {sapphire}.[ql sapphire 028 018 Exo /^{sapphire /and a diamond . sapphire 039 011 Exo /^{sapphire /and a diamond . sapphire 024 010 Exo /^{sapphire /stone , and as it were the body of heaven in his 
clearness . sapphire 010 001 Eze /^{sapphire /stone , as the appearance of the likeness of a throne . sapphire 001 026 Eze /^{sapphire /stone : and upon the likeness of the throne was the likeness as the appearance of a man above upon 
it. sapphire 028 013 Eze /^{sapphire /the emerald , and the carbuncle , and gold : the workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that thou wast created . sapphire 021 019 Rev /${sapphire /the third , a 
chalcedony ; the fourth , an emerald ; sapphires 028 006 Job /^{sapphires /and it hath dust of gold . sapphires , JOB , 28:6 sapphires , SOS , 5:14 sapphires , ISA , 54:11 sapphire And they saw the God of Israel: and [there was] under 
his feet as it were a paved work of a {sapphire} stone, and as it were the body of heaven in [his] clearness. sapphire And the second row [shall be] an emerald, a {sapphire}, and a diamond. sapphire And the second row, an emerald, a 
{sapphire}, and a diamond. sapphire It cannot be valued with the gold of Ophir, with the precious onyx, or the {sapphire}. sapphire Her Nazarites were purer than snow, they were whiter than milk, they were more ruddy in body than 
rubies, their polishing [was] of {sapphire}: sapphire And above the firmament that [was] over their heads [was] the likeness of a throne, as the appearance of a {sapphire} stone: and upon the likeness of the throne [was] the likeness as 
the appearance of a man above upon it. sapphire Then I looked, and, behold, in the firmament that was above the head of the cherubims there appeared over them as it were a {sapphire} stone, as the appearance of the likeness of a 
throne. sapphire Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; every precious stone [was] thy covering, the sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the {sapphire}, the emerald, and the carbuncle, and gold: the 
workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that thou wast created. sapphire And the foundations of the wall of the city were] garnished with all manner of precious stones. The first foundation was] 
jasper; the second, {sapphire}; the third, a chalcedony; the fourth, an emerald; 



sapphire 4552 # sappheiros {sap'-fi-ros}; of Hebrew origin [5601]; a "sapphire" or lapis-lazuli gem: -- 
{sapphire}.[ql



* sapphire , 4552 sappheiros ,



sapphire -4552 {sapphire},



sapphire -5601 ass , {sapphire} , sapphires , sapphires -5601 ass , sapphire , {sapphires} ,



sapphire 5601 -- cappiyr -- {sapphire}. sapphire 4552 ** sappheiros ** {sapphire}.





sapphire ......... sapphire 4552 -sappheiros->



sapphire 5601 ## cappiyr {sap-peer'}; from 5608; a gem (perhaps used for scratching other substances), probably 
the sapphire: -- {sapphire}.[ql sapphire 4552 # sappheiros {sap'-fi-ros}; of Hebrew origin [5601]; a "sapphire" or 
lapis-lazuli gem: -- {sapphire}.[ql
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sapphire Interlinear Index Study sapphire EXO 024 010 And they saw <07200 +ra>ah > the God <00430 
+>elohiym > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > : and [ there was ] under <08478 +tachath > his feet <07272 +regel > 
as it were a paved <03840 +libnah > work <04639 +ma of a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > stone , and as it were 
the body <06106 + of heaven <08064 +shamayim > in [ his ] clearness <02892 +tohar > . sapphire EXO 028 018 
And the second <08145 +sheniy > row <02905 +tuwr > [ shall be ] an emerald <05306 +nophek > , a {sapphire} 
<05601 +cappiyr > , and a diamond <03095 +yahalom > . sapphire EXO 039 011 And the second <08145 +sheniy
> row <02905 +tuwr > , an emerald <05306 +nophek > , a {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > , and a diamond <03095
+yahalom > . sapphire JOB 028 016 It cannot <03808 +lo> > be valued <05541 +calah > with the gold <03800 
+kethem > of Ophir <00211 +>Owphiyr > , with the precious <03368 +yaqar > onyx <07718 +shoham > , or the 
{sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > . sapphire LAM 004 007 Her Nazarites <05139 +naziyr > were purer <02141 
+zakak > than snow <07950 +sheleg > , they were whiter <06705 +tsachach > than milk <02461 +chalab > , they 
were more ruddy <00119 +>adam > in body <06106 + than rubies <06443 +paniyn > , their polishing <01508 
+gizrah > [ was ] of {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > : sapphire EZE 001 026 . And above <04605 +ma the 
firmament <07549 +raqiya< > that [ was ] over <05921 + their heads <07218 +ro>sh > [ was ] the likeness 
<01823 +d@muwth > of a throne <03678 +kicce> > , as the appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of a {sapphire} 
<05601 +cappiyr > stone <68> : and upon the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of the throne <03678 +kicce> > [ 
was ] the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > as the appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of a man <00120 +>adam > above 
<04605 +ma upon it . sapphire EZE 010 001 . Then I looked <07200 +ra>ah > , and , behold <02009 +hinneh > , 
in the firmament <07549 +raqiya< > that was above <05921 + the head <07218 +ro>sh > of the cherubims 
<03742 +k@ruwb > there appeared <07200 +ra>ah > over <05921 + them as it were a {sapphire} <05601 
+cappiyr > stone <68> , as the appearance <04758 +mar>eh > of the likeness <01823 +d@muwth > of a throne 
<03678 +kicce> > . sapphire EZE 028 013 Thou hast been <01961 +hayah > in Eden <05731 + the garden 
<01588 +gan > of God <00430 +>elohiym > ; every <03605 +kol > precious <03368 +yaqar > stone <68> [ was ]
thy covering <04540 +m@cukkah > , the sardius <00124 +>odem > , topaz <06357 +pitdah > , and the diamond 
<03095 +yahalom > , the beryl <08658 +tarshiysh > , the onyx <07718 +shoham > , and the jasper <03471 
+yash@pheh > , the {sapphire} <05601 +cappiyr > , the emerald <05306 +nophek > , and the carbuncle <01304 
+bareqeth > , and gold <02091 +zahab > : the workmanship <04399 +m@la>kah > of thy tabrets <08596 +toph > 
and of thy pipes <05345 +neqeb > was prepared <03559 +kuwn > in thee in the day <03117 +yowm > that thou 
wast created <01254 +bara> > . sapphire REV 021 019 And the foundations <2310 -themelios -> of the wall 
<5038 -teichos -> of the city <4172 -polis -> [ were ] garnished <2885 -kosmeo -> with all <3956 -pas -> manner 
of precious <5093 -timios -> stones <3037 -lithos -> . The first <4413 -protos -> foundation <2310 -themelios -> [
was ] jasper <2393 -iaspis -> ; the second <1208 -deuteros -> , {sapphire} <4552 -sappheiros -> ; the third <5154 
-tritos -> , a chalcedony <5472 -chalkedon -> ; the fourth <5067 -tetartos -> , an emerald <4665 -smaragdos -> ;



sapphire stone sapphire stone sapphire stone 



sapphire Exo_28_18 /^{sapphire /and a diamond . sapphire Exo_39_11 /^{sapphire /and a diamond . sapphire 
Exo_24_10 /^{sapphire /stone , and as it were the body of heaven in his clearness . sapphire Eze_10_01 
/^{sapphire /stone , as the appearance of the likeness of a throne . sapphire Eze_01_26 /^{sapphire /stone : and 
upon the likeness of the throne was the likeness as the appearance of a man above upon it. sapphire Eze_28_13 
/^{sapphire /the emerald , and the carbuncle , and gold : the workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was 
prepared in thee in the day that thou wast created . sapphire Rev_21_19 /${sapphire /the third , a chalcedony ; the 
fourth , an emerald ; sapphires Job_28_06 /^{sapphires /and it hath dust of gold .





- sapphires , 5601 , 



sapphire And they saw the God of Israel: and [there was] under his feet as it were a paved work of a {sapphire} 
stone, and as it were the body of heaven in [his] clearness. sapphire And the second row [shall be] an emerald, a 
{sapphire}, and a diamond. sapphire And the second row, an emerald, a {sapphire}, and a diamond. sapphire It 
cannot be valued with the gold of Ophir, with the precious onyx, or the {sapphire}. sapphire Her Nazarites were 
purer than snow, they were whiter than milk, they were more ruddy in body than rubies, their polishing [was] of 
{sapphire}: sapphire And above the firmament that [was] over their heads [was] the likeness of a throne, as the 
appearance of a {sapphire} stone: and upon the likeness of the throne [was] the likeness as the appearance of a 
man above upon it. sapphire Then I looked, and, behold, in the firmament that was above the head of the 
cherubims there appeared over them as it were a {sapphire} stone, as the appearance of the likeness of a throne. 
sapphire Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; every precious stone [was] thy covering, the sardius, topaz, 
and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the {sapphire}, the emerald, and the carbuncle, and gold: the 
workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that thou wast created. sapphire And 
the foundations of the wall of the city were] garnished with all manner of precious stones. The first foundation 
was] jasper; the second, {sapphire}; the third, a chalcedony; the fourth, an emerald;
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